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mainBuilding – A building owned by Allianz

Three things are to be looked to in a building:

that it stand on the right spot, that it be securely
founded and that it be successfully executed.

johann wolfgang von goethe

metropolis on the river main
The unmistakable skyline alludes to the economic significance of Frankfurt
even from a distance. However, the city is more than just a transport hub,
financial centre or an international trading place. It combines big business
and city flair with lifestyle and comfort more skilfully than almost any other
major city. The high-contrast coexistence of tradition and modernity, of
cosmopolitanism and regionalism, creates a unique atmosphere.

financial centre
As the centre of the Rhine-Main economic region, Frankfurt is one of the leading European business locations. The fact that of the more than 40,000
companies in the city, around 270 are German and international banks alone – the German Federal Bank is headquartered here, as is the European
Central Bank and the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, the world’s fourth largest
financial market – clearly highlights the Main metropolis’s position as a city
with international influence.

taunusanlage
The mainBuilding is situated directly opposite the Alte Oper in the Taunusanlage area. This is part of a ring-shaped park created on the site of the
former Frankfurt city wall in the 19th century. Surrounded by impressive
skyscrapers, it is an oasis of green in the heart of the bank district. The
remains of the old city wall and numerous striking monuments and works
of art can be seen when walking through this area.

location
The mainBuilding has optimal connections, both to the city’s first-rate infrastructure and to its main traffic arteries. All key destinations in Frankfurt are
within walking distance or can be reached quickly using the excellent public transport network. From the ‘Taunusanlage’ S-Bahn transit train station,
the central train station is just one stop away and the airport is just four
stations down the line. Connections to the regional and interregional A3,
A5 and A66 motorways are just a few minutes’ drive.

centre
Vibrant Frankfurt city centre, with all the amenities of a major city, can be
reached quickly from the mainBuilding. First-class hotels are in direct proximity to the site, as are countless restaurants and extraordinary bars, not
to mention the wide range of attractive shopping facilities, from luxury boutiques to major department stores. Places steeped in history invite you to
while away the time and numerous oases of green are the perfect places
to relax and unwind.

area
The central and exclusive location in the heart of the bank district and close
to the city centre characterises the mainBuilding. Between grand boulevards, beautiful squares and parks, stylish old buildings meet modern
architecture and imposing high-rise buildings. The new building – attractive
and successful both in terms of its design and execution – between the
Taunusanlage, Guiollettstrasse and Kettenhofweg has become an address
that is accessible to all.

architecture
From the overall design through to the smallest of details, authenticity was
the benchmark. Pre-existing historical sections of building were integrated
sensitively and aesthetically into prestigious architecture, enabling the new
buildings and their seven storeys to blend harmoniously into the surrounding neoclassical cityscape in both materials and design. The mainBuilding
is a successful synthesis of tradition, modern architecture, structural engineering and bespoke office design to cater for the highest of demands.

interior architecture
On entering the mainBuilding, the interior architecture impresses with its
sense of balance, loftiness and transparency. Highly efficient use of space
and high ceilings characterise the office areas, which lay the foundations
for stylish and prestigious offices through both their design and fittings,
creating plenty of scope for individual design.

fittings
Carefully chosen details create an understated yet inspiring ambience. Luxurious materials and coordinated colours dominate the look. High-quality
natural stone is also a dominant interior design element. The interplay between sophisticated mahogany, glass, stainless steel and accents of colour
creates an exciting atmosphere that provides the perfect setting for a prestigious corporate environment.

individual interior design
Fulfilling individual space requirements was the fundamental idea behind
the interior design within the mainBuilding. The offices and their layouts
can be modified quickly and easily to suit the relevant needs. Cellular,
combination or open-plan offices, conference rooms or retail spaces – the
partially flexible partition wall system and building services, which can be
modified quickly and easily, facilitate multifunctional use concepts and a
range of layout options.
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Alte Oper: Classical and contemporary music, musicals, conference and gala evenings such as the Frankfurt Opera Ball all take
place in a dignified atmosphere at this opera house.
Rothschildpark: Generous green spaces with a mature tree
population.
Freßgass: Culinary street with delicatessens, cafés and restaurants. The Freßgass Festival, Wine Festival and Opernplatz Festival also provide culinary delights and conviviality once a year.
Goethestrasse: Frankfurt’s ‘Fifth Avenue’ with sophisticated
shops showcasing top international designers.

Main riverbank: Combines a Mediterranean flair with views of the
skyline. You can walk, jog or cycle for miles along the riverbanks.
Zeil: One of the most famous and highest-revenue shopping
streets in Germany with two shopping centres, numerous department stores, boutiques, electronics stores and food outlets.
Römerberg: Historical square in front of the city hall in the heart
of the old town, now a tourist hub, the city’s ‘reception room’ and
a venue for several major events.

Palmengarten: Including the adjacent Botanical Gardens and
Grüneburgpark, this is the largest green space in the city with
botanical specialties and a diverse range of leisure activities.
Museumsufer (Museum Riverbank): One of the most significant
museum areas in both Germany and Europe and home to the
Museumsufer Festival, which is one of Europe’s largest cultural
festivals.
Sachsenhausen: A district famous for its hospitality in numerous
establishments serving apple wine and offering typical Frankfurt
cuisine.

Renting unit 8

Renting unit 7

Renting unit 6

property
The mainBuilding is not only characterised by the highest standards of quality and functionality;
it also creates urbanistic and aesthetic highlights. Two independent building complexes form
the framework for a self-contained overall site. The deliberately narrow entrance opens out into
a spacious, luxuriously designed piazza that invites people to while away the time. From here,
individual, leafy internal courtyards lead to the building entrances: a holistic concept that brings
together work and life in the best possible way.

north building
The north building stretches along Kettenhofweg. It can be accessed from here and of course
via the main entrance on the piazza. Individual space requirements starting from 440 m² can
be met on the ground floor and on the six upper floors.

Renting unit 5
Renting unit 4
Renting unit 3

Renting unit 2

Renting unit 1

south building
The south building stretches along Guiollettstrasse and is characterised by its listed facade
dating back to the Wilhelminian period. Attached to this building and directly adjacent to the
Taunusanlage is the atrium building, which draws on the proportions of the well-preserved
palace next door.

facts and figures
Owner

Allianz Taunusanlage GbR
(Frankfurter Versicherungs-AG, Allianz Versicherungs-AG,
Allianz Lebensversicherungs-AG, Allianz Versorgungskasse
Versicherungsverein a.G.), represented by Allianz Real Estate
Germany GmbH
Architects
von Gerkan, Marg & Partner
Property size
16,300 m²
Total area to let
according to gif 32,000 m²
30,000 m² office space
2,000 m² catering space
Floors
seven floors above ground, three floors below ground
Underground car park
355 underground spaces for cars, bicycles
and motorcycles
Lease spaces
from 217 m²
Axis construction system
1.35 m
Headroom/office ceiling clearance 3–4.43 m
Ceiling load
5 kN/m²

Tradition is preserving progress,

progress is continuing tradition.
carl friedrich von weizsäcker

contact

legal notice

mainBuilding
Taunusanlage 14 –19
60325 Frankfurt am Main
Germany

Publisher:
Allianz Real Estate Germany GmbH
Charlottenstrasse 3
70182 Stuttgart
Germany
Telephone +49.711.663-0
Fax +49.711.663-3743
immo.info@allianz.de

www.mainBuilding.de
Allianz Real Estate Germany GmbH
Central Office
Taunusanlage 19
60325 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Ms Andrea Walther
Telephone +49.69.7126-6616
andrea.walther_l1@allianz.de
www.allianz-realestate.com

This brochure is for information purposes only and does not constitute any
contractual offer. The information it contains has been carefully compiled.
However, errors may occur. Neither Allianz Real Estate Germany GmbH
nor its associated companies or advisors shall assume liability for this
information being complete or correct. The recipient of the information
should verify that it is complete and correct by checking it themselves or
through other measures. They must not rely on the information given in this
brochure when concluding a contract or in any other circumstances. This
brochure is subject to changes.
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